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Introduction 

A large placid rabbit sits on a table, flicking its can and shifting its 
feet as a class of three-year-olds crowds around to watch and pet it. 
Some children are tentative;-other, more excited. are a little rough. 
One of their teachers reminds them that Ibis is a living thing like them-
selves; it can be frightened or hun and they must approach it gently. 
When all the children have explored the rabbit. they divide into three 
activity groups. Two groups listen and respond tó stories about'rabbits; 
the third is involved in a simple art activity-making rabbits 'out of 
paper. cotton, and paste. The groups shift from one activity to another 
in as orderly a fashion as one can expect from three-year-olds, sp that by 
the end of the morning each child has participated in all three activi-

ties.  Afterwards. the teachers meet to evaluated the lesson:     : How could it 
have been better? How did specific youngster respond to it? 

The only unusual feature of this scene is that the teachers who 
designed and conducted thee lesson on this particular morning are 
seventh graders! They are part of a community service p~ogram•in a 
Long Island middle school. For 10 weeks. (hey will spend one morning 
a week as teachers in a local Head Start program. with responsibility 
for designing and conducting the lesson. gathering materials, and
evaluating the success of what they have done. Watching them as they 
teach three- and four-year-olds for the first time, one is struck by how 

seriously they take these responsibilities and by how warm and respon-
sive they are to the children. Just barely out of childhood themselves. it 
is exciting to see them sn'Gggle to meet the adult challenge of acting as 
teachers. 

The fact that these young people have chosen to try out this role is . 



surprising to many adults, h contradicts the stereotype that many have 
of early adolescents al restless and %elI.ceniered. h demonstrates that 
young people can do more than they and others often expect. And it 
gives both the young people themselves and their teachers a sense of 
accomplishment and opens tip newt possibilities as yet unexplored. 

The benefiis to young adolescents working in this program are two-  
fold: the experience of teaching younger Children stimulates and en. 
riches academic learning. and it increases their self-confidence and 
gives them a sense of accomplishment. Fot these Long Island middle
school students the curriculum comes alive and takes on new relevance 
in the world outside the classroom. School has taken on a broader sig-
nificance by hurting their needs to test and develop new skills, and by 
	putting academic lehrning to work in the service of others. 

This fastback is based on two premises:' I) early adolescence is a 
developmental stage with unique but definable characteristics, and 2) 
this group can accomplish much more than most of us assume. 

It presorts a tht oretical and practical argument for creating more 
such programs, and provides description's of actual programs in whicH 
young adolescents take such roles as community problem solvers, peer 
tutors. museum guides, and hospital interns. 



Developmental Characteristics 
and Needs of Early Adolescents 

In recent years. early adolescence„the period from 10 to 14 years of 
age—has come to be wen as a distinct stage in human development. 
Early adolescents have much in common with the older adolescent 
group. but it is now generally accepted that their developmental needs 
are not the same as those of the so-called latency peri d of childhood 
from which they are emerging. nor bf those of later adolescencet,oward 
which they are growing. Beth researchers and'educators have turned 

. their,attention to the young adolescent in an effort to understand and 
Meet the needs of this "forgotten" age group. 

There are several reasons for the attention currently given to early 
adolescents. There is evidence that the onset of puberty has moved 
downward two years in the past four decades. thus gradually but (Undo
mentally changing the definition of adolescence. Along with physical 
changes have come behavioral ones. The incidence of drug abuse. 
smoking. alcoholism. delinquency and school crime. running away. 
and pregnancy has risen dramatically..tn this age group. This increase 
in alienation and antisocial behavior is the focus of much attention by 
the media, but with little examination of the underlying needs that 
drive some young adolescents to these extremes—needs that are shared 
by their far more numerous and less sensatiopal peers. 

What lies behind the violent antisocial behavior of some young 
adolescents and the quiet alienaron of many Mores It is not. as some 
weiuld argue, a question of "What's wrong with the youth of today?" 
Rather. it is the early adolescents' search for self amid they uncertainties
of physical and emotional changes within themselves. coupled with an 
environment that provides too few opportunities to flex their growing 
minds and'bodies. Families, schools. religious organizations. corn-
triunity centers, and other institutions afford young adolescents few 
useful roles and minínial chances to build new skills and to test their 
developing strengths. 

Researchers and educators classify the developmental characteris-
tics of early adolescents as follows:. 



Physical devrlopmrnt—variability. uneven growth, awkward-
ness and restlessness; 

Intellectual development—variability. at different stages of 
thinking. from concrete operational to formal operational (to use 
Piaget's trims); 

Social development—gready influenced by the peer group; 
Moral and ethical developinent -beginning to formulate codes . 

and standards of judgment; 
Emotional development—increase in self-doubt and introspec-

tion. 
Based on these characteristics, one can draw a profiled the needsof 

this age group. 

Physical and Sexual Development 
Two striking' characteristics of early adolescence are dramatic 

physical growth at some point during these years and the beginning of 
sexual maturation..Girls generally experience this two years earlier 
than boys, but for both girls and boys there is considerable variation in 
the exact age at which this occurs. This means that within any one class 
there will be students who hate largely completed the process of mattir-
ing physically and sexually andothers who jta've not yet even begun it. 

The process of maturing physically and sexually is. in itself, an 
unsettling experience for young people. Their bodies ore no longer 
familiar and predictable. Because physical growth is often uneven, they 
are awkward and uncoordinated. Restlessness is .common as they 
struggle to get used to their new bodies. Hormonal changes lead to 
emotional changes and. óften, extreme mood swings. They experience 
new and strong sexual feelings. They are uncomfortable and self-
conscious about all these changes. • 

Intellectual Development 
As with physical development. variability in intellectual develop-

ment is also acommon characteristic of early adolescence. According to 
Piaget. this age is basically' a time of transitión from the stage of con-
crete operations of thinking to the stage of formal operations. How-
ever. cognitive growth is often uneven. Students in á given class can 



represent a ranged levels of thinking. A young adolescent can be ar one 
stage in one curriculum area and at a different stage in another area. He 
or she may even be working at slightly different levels from oneday to 
the next. 

The young adolescent who thinks in the concrete operational stage 
cannot reason abstractly or hypothetically: he or she needs concrete 
objects or examples in order it) understand a problem. The formal 
operational adolescent, on the other.hand, is quite capableof thinking 

abstractly. While early adolescents'-solutions to problems shay seem 
simplistic. this can be attributed more to a lack of experience than to a 
sack of thinking ability. It is obvious that the curriculum needs of 
young.people vary widely at different stages of development. Thechal•
lenge (or teachers and curriculum developers is how tostimulatedevel-
opulent and how to reach students in one stage without losing the 
others. 

Social Development 
At' the same time young adolescent(, are maturing physically and 

sexually. they are also developing socially and emotionally. Self-
concept and identity. sometimes sexual identity are crucial issues. 
Social considerations are probably more important taearly adolescents 
than nearly anything else, according to most writers and researchers in 
this field. The importance of the peer group, in terms of emotional sup-
port, psychological identification, achieving independence from the 
family, and learning values and attitudes is well documented. The 
strong need to belong to a group is probably related, in party to the 
senseof vulnerability thak young adolescents experience. While this 
need can take the form of extreme conformity anda fear of ri%k•taking, 
it can also be expressed in seeking out situations     to work with others in 
the process of defining one's own unique identity. 

Moral and Ethical Development 
As their skill in thinking abstractly matures ;hid as the peerr group 

takes on greater importance in their striving for independence, young 
adolescents begin to develop their own moral and ethical principles. 
Where the child tends to see event« and issues in isolation, the young 



adolescent begins to see connections. to develop governing principles. 
to formulate codes and standards for themselves and others. These early 
cedes are often quite ngid and simplistic but theyyrepresent an impor-
tant new skill (or ibe early adolescent: the ability to judge their own acts 
and those of thers, and to arrive at ethical decisions. 

Fanotional Development 
According to Erik' Erikson. two stages of psycho-social develop-

ment predominate during early adolescence: industry inferiority and, 
identity cnsis. In the industry infrnority stage. the young adolescent is 
developing a sense of mastery oses his or her environment. A healthy 
resolution of this stage leads to a sense of productivity. a sense that one 
can make and do things. An unhealthy resolution es the sethe of inferi-
ority. that one cannot do things well or even adequately. The identity 
aims stage, in which the adolescent struggles to develop a sense of self. 
is probably the most crucial for thisAge group. It involves the nerd to 
maintain a continuity with past values and experiences and. at the 
wipe time, to totrgrate the internal and extenal changes that the young 
adolescent is experiencing. Areas of conflict include the seanh for faith 
in- institutions and in people. the struggle to acht'se autonomy and 
self-confidence. experimentation with roles and occupational choicrs'
a new interest in sex and intimacy, the relationship to authority, and 
the development and clarification of values and commitments. 

these strugglrsfiu self-definition proclucea heightened intrcwlxc-
Lion and an increastl in self•doubt. With the growing ability to analsee 
and to engage in critical thinking. young adolescents become more 
aware of their limitations and begin to ilursuon their ability to cope
successfully with the future. So much seems uncertain or unfamiliar 
that young people at this age feel inadecjuate and are particularly vu- 
nera'ble,to criticism—feelings they often try to mask with hrasado and 
challenges to authority. 

What Young Adolescents Need 
This brief profile of the early adolescent suggests certain needs that 

teachers and program developers should consider when planning for 
this age grcuip. 



Early adoktcents need: 
• to discover and test new skills: 

to develop a sense of competence. an antidote to the sell-daub( of , 
this period: 

to socialise. to develop close friendships. 
• to have an environment that is very much their own. where they  

can mirat from the demands and conflics of the larger setting: 
to have freedom to take part in the world of adults and to move 

away from the isolation of childish roles: 
to know rwide variety of adults who represent different back-

grounds and occupations: 
to know that they can speak and be heard. that they can make a 

difference: 
to test a developing morality jtnd value uructute in authentic

situations: 
.to share at) making decncon; within appropriate parameters, 
iodate short-term projects with tangible or visible outccimes 
to have support and sensitive guidahcr from adults who appre-

state their problems and promise



Youth Participation `and Early Adolescents

There is a glowing buy of research that emphasizes adolescents' 
need to assume responsible and challenging roles. While they ate in the 
warm' of figuring out their personal and social ¡aloes„a key element 
in adolescent deselopmrnt—they need e>tprrrrnce and prat in deci-
sion making and taking responsibility (ot the outcomes of those deci-
sions 'Iles need to see that their decisions affect other people, and that 
they ' make a difference" in the real world. The community sets ice 
program briefly described in the introduction. in contrast to most 
milt? and pinto, high school programs offers young adolescents 
these»ppotamtties 

The National Commission on Resources for Youth has worn the 
name "south Pam. indium" to programs and minutes that plot *de 
actor. responsible. and decision' -making roles for young adolescent* 
After studying hundreds of suaessful programs around the iountry. 
the Commission deseloped the following criteria for Youth Patin spa-
non 

Youth•taktt coure roles in chalknging'action that mens real 
nets(s of others 

Youth cam teal rrsponsibrluy and make decisions affecting 
oithets. 

Youth wink collaboratisely with adults. 
Yount work as a group toward a common goal 
Youth have a,ropp nountts to reflect critically on their experi-

ence through group discussion. 
These titterea suggest toles for young people that printde critical 

practice in preparing them for adulthood and in allowing time to use 
thin resew in ways that genuinely benefit themselves andothers.Over 



and over, teachers and others hase Anted to these Itenritts and liase 

spoken of the rag rness of young adolescents to become involved in
Youth Palmupaiu n ptomains 

Young adolescents tun be activeparticipants in their own educa. 
non in various ways. Within the sthool, this can mean tutoring peers 
or younger children who air hasing trouble with a panic star subpert. 
Outside the se haul. voupgadolenrtus can use skills learned tow hoot 
to help identify or sc lse community problems. I'm ex.unpje. they can 
plan a cOmrumty tmprosrment porn or visit the homebound 
elderly $v taking part in air tmutes like these..young adolenents learn 
ihr meaning of responihihty Often for the first time. they malice other 
people demand on them From such expk..:nces they .11set lean that 
there are cuflsr'<ii ences for their aliens, sot hiding -failure For exam• 
pie, a tutor who ii unprepared may fall to help irusee study for an 
important test On the other hand. the prepared tutor mas see dramatic  
tmprosrmrni in the tutee's work in a sublet t as a result of his or her 
gutelamr As swung ,ielolesirnts learn to se? .pal experience tuns'• 
quemes likee these. they also deselup tkilis in ded.fiin making 

Young adeelese ems can make del pitons on many Inds. depending 
upon their rule omit and maturity For some. the de( Juan about w hat 
lesson t', seat th u moiu w is challenging enough, Others arr teach to 
sirio lure a whole semester's weak with then tutees In either case. thes 

' • nerd to learn to rsaflame the consrcpueners of their doff lutons and in ise 
plans than don't work. And they also nerd careful supers tston to help 
them sei realism rtpectauons and limier 

Youth Participation in Schools 
Youth Patti( suasion requites new ways of thinking about the roles 

el teat her and learner h alit terrors musing out into the real world 
bruond the classroom This might insolse making weals s suits comics 
outside the school fur a w holy day or a few hours, or working within the 
school in the'role of peer tutor or peer counselor. The key enhat all of 
ehrie require the application of knowleilgr"and skills to real•lifr situ. 
anions. For young adolescents, u is tmintrtant that they are allowed to 
meet tangible nerds of other people, so that they can see themselves as 
responsible and prenlucuse c stunts 



There are sesetal lesels of involvement with Youth Patticspation 
and salmi's ways it c an. fti into noising structures without disrupting 
the sehex•l. A single class. srserarc lasses on.l_gradr Insel. classes in a
particular sublec,i, an Artiste course. or`a club that meets before or after 
school hours can set up a Youth Participation program.The program 
can last for seseril weeks as a special project. or comprise a wliole 
semester's pr year's work. Youth Participation        can be an extension of 

' the academic curriculum, or it can be an,rxtracurricuhar project for 
which interested students volunteer. All of these options ate valid and 
wnrkable..depending on the nature of the school and the program. 

Ideally. Youth Participation becomes a way of making the curricu• 
loin rrlesant and alise—a rnuleern of main teachers. Imagine putting 

health education to work by running a tmnmunity health fair, or 
refining writing skills by publishing a history of the community; or 
working sae by side with mrdicaj professionals in a hospital as part of 
the science curric u1um; e a potting < lassrnom learning to social studies 
to work in a senior c stuen's home I hesue ciss of Yount Pattie ipation 

.ac ris stirs like these depends on the quaint of preparation and follow. 
up by the teat her in the classroom When inn hers and c urrtc Mont 

desrinner. begin to book for ways fut their students to apply what they 
are learning. dui find that Youth Participation a natural extension 
of the cutrieutum. Furthermoredifficult as the!nixess mots he. loth 
this .lid tacit students learn mote. 	

Youth Participation offers numerous possibilities for meeting the 
specific needs of early adolescents. Programs of Youth Participation 
allow young,adotescents opportunities to make significant decisions. 
tci.try out new rolns, to test new skills, to form pew moral and ethical 

ámtudrs mad opinions. mid to experience the consegue•nces of their 
decisions in the "real" would By working with other youth who are 
tune tinning at different stages of desrlupmem. the sDung minks/ cnt's 
cognitive abilities are challenged and expanded. Opportunities 
abound to socialize	 with peers. attest in new ensiuoments or sou.i 
alums. and within the context of working toward common goals (.nl• 
!agitation with adults prosides soried and pxnsoise role models and 
*establishes new kinds of retauui, hips wish adults. Performing a sers • 
it e , 	. nmphshtng something that is significant to others builds the 



young adolescent's sense of competence and self-esteem. Finally, the 
opportunity. with adult guidance, to reflect critically on what was 
done helps the young adolescent make sense of t he expertenca and cote 
with self-doubt and feelings of vulnerability. 

The special needs of this age group require tharcertain elements 
be emphasised and certain modifications made when planning pro-
grams. A Youth Participation program for early adolescents should 
include. 

.1 wide sanely of roles and actuvtres. Program planners must con-
sider the tremendous 'variation in physical, mental, and emotional 
maturity in this age group and must acknowledge and respect the wide 
swings in emotions and behaviors on a day-to-day or even hour-tor 
hour basis. 

Proterts that are short-term or structured with a serves of clear steps. 
Young adolescents need a distinct feeling of relesancy in their lives. 
Thes need to be able to see progress along the way in order to feel torn-
tortahle working on a projeit. 

t'i seine rewards. Concrete and early positive outc omes are t rut ial in 
helping the young, adolescent bunliïonftdencr and a sense of self 
through as is that hase real eonsequenes. 

Structure', coupled with ¡lextbihly.' While exploration is crucial. 
kw young adolescents hase the skill to deal with a highly ambiguous 
ens ironment. A well-structured program' allows freedom and flexibil-
ity within clearly definid boundaries that they help to establish. Full 
understanding of expectations, logistics, and consequences helps give 
young adolescents the courage to grow. 

Collettral relationships with adults. Parents, teachers, program 
leaders. and community resource people assist youth in learning about 

, the wider world. 
The role of adult facilitator is impórtant in any youth program, but 

it is crucial in programs for young 'adolescents. who need more guid-
ance than older terns. There at% two common mistakes that adult fat iii• 
taters make. One is to think that Youth Participation means letting 
youth "do their own thing" without any guidance. The second mistake 
is to be-too much in charge. so that the youth iihvulved have no real 
responsibility The adult leader who completely sets up the program 



and /A~gns youth toa community service project without their input is 
likely to face apathy, resentment, or even rebellion. Both extremes 
sabotage the intent of Youth Participation. Young adolescents nel.d to 
be given real choices and responsibilities, but within a secure structure 
that allows enough freedom to learn from their mistakes. 

Another crucial element in any program fur young adolescents is
the opportunity for them to learn from their experiences, to reflect on 
what has happened and what this means in their present and future. 

lives, and then to act on the insights gained. Reflection is not an auto-
matic óccurrence with young adolescents (they often are eager to get on 
with the next project). but it is a key to the success of Youth Participa-
tion for this age group. Sessions for reflective activities can be scheduled 
once a week in the classroom or informally. depending on the nature of 
the project. These activities may, tathe form of journal writing, ob-
servation,written evaluation or a conference with the adult facilitator 
.or the field site supervisor. Group activities such as I.ftening, plan-
ning. brainstorming, role playing, and formal observation are also pos-
stble reflective activities. Whatever activities ttQi used. they must be con-
arty, related to the real experiences of the participants; and they must 
be carefully sirurtiered to help the young adolescents  overcome their 
own self-doubt and feelings of inadequacy. Reflection is a Cluster of 
skills that includes observing, asking questions, comparing and con-
wasting experiences, forming generalirationt, and-trying to .apply 
these to new experiences. Such skills are not easy to learn but u their 
practice and refinement can provide sevéral short- and long-term hem.-
fits: improsed basic skills, increased problem-solving ability, a sense of 
community, a clear assessment of persopal impact, and an improved 
program. 'for the young adolescents involved, a sense of taking charge 
of their own lives is one of the most ioifartant results. 



Successful Youth Participation 
Programs in Action 

Youth who live in the Spùth Bronx ghetto of New York City create a 
community garden; in suburban Indianapolis students helpeach other 
through a peer tutoring progrimt in Californialtudents study with 
science professionals and put their learning to work as tour guides at a-
university museum. In ,Youth Partiiipation programs throughouflhe 
country, young adolescents work as teachers, journalists: tour guides. 
child-care workers, medical assistants, farm hands. mechanics,, and 
newscasters. They Iearn techniques that help them work together to 
solve problems in Their schools and communities. The brief descrip-
lions that follow show school programs that involve youth between the 
ages of l0 and 14 in communit  service,  youth teaching youth, problem 

 solving, communication, internships or.indrviduàliud placements, 
and curriculum expansion. in each program described,•young adoles-
cents have been active participants with continuing opportunities to 
make decisions and 'to take responsibility. The programs were chosen 
to reflect the wide variety of structures, environments; aril activities in
which young adolescents have achieved success. 

Community Service 
Community Service Program„Shoreham, New York. The goal of

this community senice program if to take students out of the classroom 
to leain the kinds of things thatcan be learned only through real 
experiences: the caring funcnonit relating to people who are different 



(because they are older or,younger, or of a different race. or handi-
capped); and above all responsibility. 	

There is a wide range of community services in which students and • 
their teachers at the Shoreham-Wading River Middle School can par-
ticipate. The major effort is projects fn which two teachers combine 
their classes (or 10-week units involving weekly visits to such field sites 
as day-care centers, elementary schóols, senior citizen homes, or facili-
ties for the handicapped. Extensive classroom preparation and follow-
ùp are built into the project, which becomes part of the curriculum. 
Students make decisions within carefully defined limits and learn to 
.take on adult responsibilities by planning and evaluating each week's 
activities at the. field sites. Other kinds of projects demand less time and 
commitment, but still place young participants in responsible face-to-
face relationships: In all projects, students perform tangible and im-
portant services foi other people.  

'Folwell Junior High School—Minneapolis, Minnesota. Folwell 
junior High School set tip a community service program for eighth-

A middle school student reads to young children at a community day-
care•ceneer in the Community Service and Career Exploration program 
at Shdreham-It'admg River Middle School. Shoreham, N.Y.' 



and ninth-grade volunteers that provides real-life challenges. Eighth-
graders work as tutors in seven elementary schools. Initial training 
sessions involve trac hingand communication skills-as well as gaining 
some familiarity with the various elementary school programs, rang-
ing from traditional to open classrooms. Students then choose to work 
in á school drat matches their own interests and needs. They also define 
the criteria by which they'want to be graded. Ninth-graders are released 
one day a week for at least seven weeks to work with adult professionals 
in the community in such placements as day-care-centers, law offices. 
auto body shops, TV stations, hospitals, homes for the aged. bratty 
salons, and children's health centers: They do not receive academic 
gedit for their work, but they are evaluated by their site supervisors and 
assess,the value of their own placemrntk. 

Youth Teaching Youth 
Peer Tutoring Program—Indianap,lis, Indiana. A peer tutoring 

program can he more than just giving "extra help," At Warren Town-
ship's Woodsiew Junior High School. eighth- and ninth-graders have 
not only achieved significant success in helping their peers improve 
their school work but have also gone beyond academks to make a real 
difference in the way students in the school relate to each other. An im-
portant part of the training workshop attended by all tutors is a serious 
consideration of the responsibility each tutor must assume. Discussing 
the difficulties all early adolescents face; students are encouragea to do 
everything possible to help draw their tutees into the mainstream of 

' school life in addition to helping them improve theirgrades. In Wood-
view junior high School, 22 tutors work on a one-to-one basis with 
students who have academic difficulties. The iiors are responsible for 
contacting the titters` teachers- in order to determine specific areas of 
academic•need; preparing tests, drills, and exercises fqr use in tutoring 
sessions; and meeting with their tutees, before school once a week. 

A Language to Share—Newton, Massachusetts. In the Language to 
Share program, students in sixth-, seventh-and eighthcgrade bilingual 
classes teach their first language to' English-speaking elementary 
school children. The tutors are trained by their classroom teachers and 
discuss all tutoring sessiorís with them. As part of their training. the 



young adolescents explore their own cultural roots. They also study 
the needs of jounger c hildren, examine patterns of language use, and 
consider approac hes for teaching a second language. After observing in 
primary grade classrooms, the junior high students begin working 
with their tutees. using many mirtezials they have developed them-
selves. While helping others, these youth strengthen their own skills 
and gain knowledge, pride, and interest it their native lariguage and 
ciilterre. 

Junior Curators-Sioux Falls. South Dakota. When a school dis-
strict's desire to provide alternative programs for gifted youth coin-
cided with a museum's wish to involve student%in its operation, the 
junior Curators Program was born. In Sioux Falls, gifted adolescents 
work as volunteer junior ctiratorsat the Siouxland Heritage Museum. 
They research, design, and help assemble exhibits and serve as tour 
guidestfor school and scout groups. While emphasis is on the learning 
experience, an important part of the junior Curators Program is active 
decision making by the youth involved. The students' make decisions. 
concerning project design and what and haw they will teach the young 
children who visit their town's Hall of Science. 

Problem Solving 
GUTS (Government' Understanding for Today's Students)— 

Bronx. New York. Many view the South Bronx as a tangle of serious 
social problems, btu the staff at Intermediate School 139 sees it as an 
ens íronment for learning aitd growth. The youth in this troubled area 
were ujt inolved in Ihe school progranand unfamiliar with their com-
munity's'decision-making process until teachers and administrator% 
introduced GUTS in 1974. Through this program, 12.. 13-, and 14-
year-olds learn to identify problems in their community, investigate 
the history of the problems. and work with civic and.bu 'iness leaders to 
solve them. Working under staff supervision and participating in 
ongoing discussions in class about their work, students have organized. 
raised funds for. and &inducted a community health fair. They have 
succeeded in getting the city to tear down abandoned buildings near the 
school. cleared the rubble-strewn lots, and created an award•winning 
community garden. 



a student adds plants to the school garden, one project of GUTS(Gotr. 
ernment l'nderstandsng for Today's Students) at Intermediate School 
139. Bronx. N.Y. 

The projects that GUTS students undertake arise from the currics-
lum. For example. the original assessment of problems in the South 
Bronx started as an assignment to write essays Abut problems in the 
neighborhood. Completed projects become part of the curi'iculutn, too. 
The community garden has been used in a variety of ways by Inter-
mediate School 439 classes. An Engl th class wrote a history of the 
garden. note economics students developed recipes based on what is 
grown there:'A science class used the garden as a laboratory. Indus-. 
trial arts students made signs designating the names of plants. 

Project ARIES—Charlotte, Nyrth Carolina. In 1972 two high 
school students translated their concern into áction when, with' the 
help of the National Council of Christians and Jews. they established 
Project ARIES to help the Chailotte•Mecklenherg schools deal pi. 
Lively with desegregation. Young adolescents and high s hool students. 
work in integrated teams or "core groups" in their own sc hnols to plan 
and implement activities designed to improve relations between blacks 
ánd whites. These activities have included discos. dances that use both' 



"bloc k" and — white" music: cafeteria "Us ides sin h as "Take a friend 
fof another race, to lunch"; new games and sports programs: work-
shops fear student count ils: and workshops for teachers.. 

Inv()I rinent in ARIE$ is voluntary'and all panic ipants attend a': 
week-long summer training program designed to help them develop 
leadership skills. problem-solvit'g techniques. and sensitisity to their 
peers of different races and backgrounds. Students also attend retreats 

  and meetings throughout the school year for further rrmminin~. Ikci-
sions about all Project ARIE S actisities are made by sthulents. Eltcte'd
Waders are res1xsnsible for clarifying and enforcing the strict program 
guidelines developed bv students. It; April 1901, student leaders at-

"tended art evaluation workshop to prepare to conduct an in-depth 
evaluation of the 1900-01 schcori year. Their ewaluatiim relxùt will 
augment anecdotal information collected by the Project ARIES staff. 
In nine year%, junior and senior high school students have cornea long 
way in tirieloping mutual understanding' and respect among races. 
The pnrjern'isalsoa model of the way a school system and a community 
organs/anon can work together on mutual concerns. 

Peer Caring—Hartsdale, New fork. An interesting dspect of this 
peer counseling program is the vas. older students help younger ones 
gain the skills to help themselves. Teenagers from Wmxiland'Ifigh 
School's Rap Room work with Bailey Junior High School students in 
their i'mr caring Program, who h is under the guidance of the school 
pss(hologast who is director of both programs. Bailey's Peer Caring 
Program is carefully structured to allow young adolescents to tackle 
only those problems for which they are equipped. in contrast to the 
more free-wheeling Rap Room at the high school iesel. 

Students may register for this program as an elective course during' 
the sc haul year or enroll fora 10-week summer training program. They 
follow a deselopmentally sequential curriculum. studying personality 
development atul ways of, helping within an experiential framework. 
High school students help train the younger adolescents and act as 
facilitators for the small groups called "magic circles." The junior 
high students, in turn. take their magic circles to rlementary'class-
rooms and act as facilitators in discussions with younger children. 

The magic circle is the crux of Bailey Junior High's concept of pier 



caring. Two high school students work with a group of lto 12 young 
adolescents with a series of "wheels"--incomplete sentences designed 
to trigger discussions of issues that concern this age group. A typical 
wheel might be: "A time when Ifelt really.proudof myself was..."The 
resulting discussions will vary in length, depth. and intensity. and 
often veer off on ant number of tangents. but always within carefully 
defined parameters so that the adolescents involved, do not take on 
problems they can't handle.  

Communication 
junior Historian Club—Ahoskie, North Carolina. In a time when 

many communities are troubled by the logistic and emotional issues of 
integration, fifth•graders at the Robert L. Vann School have drawn 
members of their community closer through researching local history. 
In 1979 members of the school's Junior Historian Club published 
People, Places, and hingsT of Hertford County,a booklet containing 
interviews with black and white county residents, photographs of 

A student farm guide-dernonstrates a method of grinding corn at the 
Green Chimneys farm Center in Brewster,.N.V. 



interesting community sites, ghost stories, and old.time remedies far 
illness: While increasing their skills in reading, writing, research, and 
decision making. she students' project had a tremendous impact on 
some of the citizens they contacted. The principal reponed that "the 
old folks had thought their lives were oSer, and here they are feeling 
useful and important. Souse even called the school to thank us." 

Vann's Junior Historian Club is one facet the Ilumanities•basedttf 
Experiential Edu.ation Project of the Alliance for Progress in six' 
counties in northeastern North Carolina. At the Vann School, filth• 
paraders are involved to junior historian activities during "enrichment 
and twain,* activity" periods on a voluntary basis. Black and white 
Students of mixed icademic abilities work together on projects'ihat 
include quiltmaking. photography, and creative writing as well as the 
production of cultural journalism publications. The restoration of a 
century`-old school bell that had once hung in the tommunity's school 
for blacks was a particularly exciting project far the group. Working 
together on these projects builds new interests, helps create friendships, 
and exposes young people to different ways of thinking and making 
decisions. The students are able to see the results of their efforts, and 
this builds their self. confidence too. 

Internships individualized Placements 
Cooperative Science Education Project (CSEP)„New York, New 

York. At New York University's Medical Center, young adolescents in 
white lab coats and hospital ID tags are a common sight. Designed to 
motivate disadvantaged minority youth toward academic and career 
achievement, this program is an example of school and community 
working together to help young adolescents. Administrative responsi• 
Witty for CSEP rests with the New York University School of Medicine; 
the New York City Board of Education has assigned one sciencetracher 
to work full-time in the program. 

Four days a week a different class of approximately 30 eighth. and 
nin th•graders travels from Joan of Arc Junior High School to the 
Medical Center. The students divide into two groups upon arriving; 
half go to work with their preceptors (professionals and paraprofes-
sionals who act as supervisors and role models); the other half go toa 



Thu student is Ifarncn4 science techniques front his preceptor, à ►neck• 
cal professional. in the Cooperative Science Education Prowl at Joan 
of Arc Junior high School, New York. N.Y. 

fifthsflexnr laboratory slhere. with their sctrnrt teacher. they lute the 
oppottunsty is insestigate and solve scientific problems in a prole s-
stonal enstronment. After lunch there is an haul lecture period. Fol-
lowing this, students reverse the morning plc teptatship and lab srs-
stons until it is time to return to school. 

The threw "cote comprxtents." lecture, laborauuy, and pineptor. 
ship, are supplemented by "enrichment components" that include 
suppottise counseling services, m:nkourses, academic skills develop-
ment, and a science fair at the end of the year. But the preceptorship is 
the central component of CSFP. Iletestudents hair the opportunity to 
see formal education put to treatise use by adults holding interesting 
and rewarding jobs, In addition, students assume teal re sponsibtlittes 
and are tinted as colkagues by the hospital staff. 

Emeryville Junior Docents—Emeryville. California. Since 1971 
gifted third- to eighth graders hase worked alongside prnfesstanals at 
the t'niversity of California's Botanical Gardens and Lawrence Hall of 
Science. At the Botanical Gardens students ateintroduced to the 



gardens and learn about botany, ecology! plant grafting. weather, and
insects. Study at the Hall of Science focuses on the ails and sciences; 
some students construct simpir motors, while others study butterflies 
with an entomologist 

Alter a semester of oncr•a•wrek study with professional employees 
on the job site, students select an area of interest and begin to conduct 
tows for stirring elementary school groups Embracing a multiethnic 
groupof low •income children. the Emeryville J inior Docent Program 
pros ides an opportunity for students to explore their abilities. 
Through, working with teachers and college students, who act as 
mentors, and by has ing an opportunity to help conduct the business of 
established institutions. the Junior Docents learn about the world of 
work and about themselsrs, 

Curriculum Expansion 
Project Math Co.—Wiscasaet, Maine. The result of this yearlong 

project by eighth•graders at the Wiscasset Middle School was the pro-
ductson of a new kmd of math textbook•for then peers. The book cork 
tains summaries of interviews with community people in professions 
ranging from veterinarian to nuclear engineer; it then provides math 
word problems encountered in those careers. These word problems, 
says the math teat her, who is codirector of the project. are much more 
difficult than those in standard eighth•grade math books. 

The project had two goals to expand students' awareness of career 
opportunities and to highlight the relevance and importance of math 
in those careers studied Ëorty•tise eighth•graders participated in the 
project on a voluntary basis Thew selected and researched careers of 
interest, interviewed professionals in the community. transcribed and 
summarized the interviews, and worked with The professionals they 
inters sewed to des elop word problems typical of each career. They also 
made decisions about layout of the book, met with printers. proofread 
the book. and held a press conference the final product reflects their 
pride in their work and offers tangible es 'deuce of their accomplish-
ments 



Issues and Barriers 

No discussion of Youth Participation or description of successful 
programs would be *complete without realistically examining the 
issues and barriers likely to be faced by teachers and administrators who 
initiate' and manage such programs. The National Commission on 
Resources for Youth (NCRY) has (oand that the problems faced in 
these programs ate surprisingly consistent. despite differences in the 
types of schools, communities. and populations in which the programs 
are operating. 

Schools are resistant to change. The programs may be complex and 
difficult to run. Teachers, parents, and community members are often 
skeptical about the value of Yoitth Participation programs and about 
the capability of young adolescents to benefit from them. And young 
adolescents. an admittedly difficult group to work with, often make the 
role of the adult leader in Youth Participation programs a frustrating 
and lonely one. To ignore any of these issues only leads to problems 
that could have been predicted and avoided. 

Invariably teachers and administrators are confronted with the 
logistical problems of fitting Youth Participation activities into the 
school schedule. How does one schedule site visits without taking time 
away from other important educational activities? How does one find 
the staff io oversee a program like this in a time of shrinking school _ 
budgets, teacher cuts. and increasing teacher loads? How does one 
transport SO or so young people safely and efficiently to out-of•school 
sites that may be miles away? 

Existing Youth Participation programs have dealt with these logis-
tical issues in different ways, depending on their goals, school and 
community climate, and other limitations. Some'programs schedule 
their activities outside of the school day, before or after school, or 



during the summer. or on weekends. A few programs pull studentsoui 
of their regular classes, but this is often a problem that creates extra 
burdens for both teat hers and students. Many programs have been suc-
cessful in integrating their activities into the regular schedule. In the 
Robert L. Vann School. all students participate in "enrichment and 
creauve activity" periods, of which the Junior Historian Club is one 
option. At the Shoreham-Wading Riser Middle School two classes on a 
grade level are scheduled with consecutive double periods once a week 
with two different teachers. This creates a half-day to'make site visits in 
the Community Service Program. 

Solutions to the problem of. staffing are as varied as those of 
scheduling. Ideally, a school or district can hire a full- or part-time 
program administrator. as the Shoreham-Wading River school district 
has done; although even this program began with teacher and parent 
solunteers—the most common solution. The school principal or 
assistant principal may oversee the program as a whole, but most tasks 
like scheduling, locating field sites, and arranging transportation are 
done by teachers and parents. In some schools counselors work closely 
with Youth Participation programs. Clearly, running these programs 
demands commitment and.energy that i»ay be difficult to find. 

Transportation is an issue only for programs that involve away 
trom•school sites. If the school or district involved in Youth Participa• 
non does not hase its own buses, budget constraints will probably not 
allow for rental. This means that one must look to the immediate 
neighborhood for sites within walking distance (as the staff of GUTS 
did), or work within the school in peer tutoring or counseling (as in the 
Hartsdale Peer Caring Program). It may also be possible to enlist • 
parents as volunteers to drive students to community sites. 

None of these logistical issues can be resolved without administra-
tive commitment and support. The importance of the school adminis-
trator to the successof any Youth Pañicipation effort cannot be stressed 
text much. Without it, logistical barriers will remain insurmountable 
and teacher resistance or indifference will block the program. With an 
administrator who is willing to help solve the problems. or at least to 
support solutions suggested by the staff, special scheduling, use of 
school facilities, extra preparation time for teachers, and even help 



with record keeping will be easier to manage. All of these can determine 
whether a program will be sucessful, or even whether it will survive. 

Operating a Youth Participation program also has its own internal 
logistical ddficulues. One of the most troublesome of these is locating. 
field sites where personnel will not view visits by young people as dis-
ruptive. Sometimes •local agencies may be reluctant to work with 
schools because they perceive Youth Participation programs as extra 
work for themselves. In other cases, it is because their past experience 
leads them to expect "one-shot" visits, like Christmas caroling. that 
have limited benefits for them. Youth Participation programs can 
Overcome this resistance by working in just a few sites at the beginning 
and building a reputation for reliability and commitment: When their 
reputation spreads, then other agencies become more eager to work 
with them. Contacts through parents or staff at the school help them to 
establish relationships with agencies that are willing to give the pro-
gram an initial chance. Careful planning and follow-up with person-

.nel at the field site can solve many of the problems mentioned above. 
One e agencies arc found, appropriate placements must be made. In 

some programs studemschoose their own placements; in others teach-
ers arc more invoked. With young adolescents, either approach can 
work, provided that choices are clearly defined with appropriate limits. 
Careful and ongoing evaluation of placements is necessary to help 
students assess the value of the experience and to ensure that place-
ments are meeting program goals. 

The attitudes and prejudices of the community and of parents tan 
be another barrier to Youth Participation programs. Many adults 
doubt that young adolescents can make the kinds of contribtttions to 
school or community that Youth Participation promises. Stereotypes 
of young adolescents range from•restless troublemaker to violent irimi-
nal; and such attitudes, even among the staff at middle or junior high 
schools, lead many adults to refuse tocpnsider this kind of program. 
Prejudices like these are extremely difficult to counter, but school 
systems with existing programs have found that startit*g small, with 
clear and achievable goals and expectations, allows them to accom-
plish tangible positive results—hard evidence that skeptics can't 
ignore 



At a time when the credibility of schools is declining along with 
reading scores, and when parents and taxpayers increasingly demand 
accountability. Youth Participation program personnel will have to 
justify their efforts. Integrating their programs into the curriculum, 
publicizing their successes, and building a core of school and cotn-
munity support have been keys to the continued survival of existing 
programs. The best inswer to parents who question the value of these-
programs is their own childred's obvious enthusiasm and growth. 

Involving community resource people and parents in the program 
from the beginning not only helps overcome the diffilulties just de-
scribed but also builds a group committed to the success of the pro-
gram. In addition, resource people can alleviate the búrdens on school 
staff. They can •help plan the program, contact field sites, assist in 
scheduling and transportation, meet with students individually or in 
small groups, help raise money and locaie resources, and do other jobs 
necessary in the day-io-day running of a program. The present director 
of the Community Service Program at Shoreham-Wading River began 
as parern volunteer. Her growing involvement and commitment to 
the program; as well as her familiarity with all the difficulties over-
come along the way, have contributed immeasurably to the program's 
continued support. 

A final, and.-.ten unexpected, diffficulty faced by adults involvedn 
Youth Participation programs is their own loneliness and vulner-
ability. Over and over, adult leaders have spoken of the difficulties and 
frustrations they encounter in working with moody young adolescents. 
who may suddenly seem to take six giant steps backward. When faced 
with hostile colleagues, who may already resent the attention given to 
special programs or the disruption they mate, or with skeptics who 
may be quick to say, "1 told you .o," or with questioning and aggres-
site parents, they may be ready to give up. Leaders of Successful pro-
grams emphasize the importance of lindink other adults who are ex- • 

. perienced and sympathetic to help them crier the rough'spots by mak-
ing suggestions, listening. or just commiserating. Operating a Youth 
Par tit spat on program is never cash an&anyotic"whoattxmpts todoso 
without some kind of col legjal support may be doomed from the begin-
ntng.• 



Future Trends and Prospects 

There are promising indications that interest in yoting adofèscents 
and their special developmental needs will continue tó grow. The 
American Educational Research Association has recently established a 
special interest group in this area. NCRY has been working on a spe-
cially funded study of Youth Participation for this age group: The 
Center for Early Adolescence has played a critical role in gaining recog-
nition for the special needs of this age group and continues to develop 
resources (or teachers who work with them. And a new professional 
journal has recently' been published. The journal of Early Adoles-
cence. These developments indicate the growing interest in this age 
group by researchers aqd others. and bode well for more school pro-
grams designed to meet their needs. 

It is the belief at NCRY that, as more attention is given to,thedevel-
opmental needs of both early and later adolescents, programs in Youth 
Patticipatión will also nourish, Is witnessed by the growing numberpf 
programs establibhed in the pait 10 years. Through the energy and 
commitment of the adults leading these programsand the vitality and. 
growth of their young participants. Youth Participation programs 
have been able to overcome the inevitable difficulties and should con-
tinue to flourish even with the growing conservatism and financial 
constraints of the 1980s. 

It is not easy to grow up in today's world, nor is it easy to work with 
the adolescents struggling to do so. But the rewards are worth the ef-
forts—fm communities that cannot ignore the untapped resources of 
this age group, for schools that, must learn to meet their needs. (or 
teachers and other adults who arc tired of frustration and routine, and 
for young adolescents' themselves whose struggles will lead to'hew 
strengths. 
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The Hauanal Commission on Resources km Youth, Inc., is an independent. 
nunliroht orgauuahsonwhose purpose is io expand opponunnies for young 
peuple to pants ip.ire in society. !trough a national information-sharing m-
itotic. NCRY seeks out. documents: and *motes programs in which young 
people. age 10.19, gara direct experience or the real world. carrying response• 
Wily, making decutnrts. working collaboratisely with adults and pens, and 
meeting genuinea»mmnnn '-needs—what NCRY calls Youth Pansuilwtion. 

NCRY also works directly with   schools and youth agencies to ins cease rapers-
ental and partiçiiihry programming and publishes a wide array of books. 
guides. haw.tq vanuals and other materials related to Youth Panic swoon. lis 
qu.ont(ly!Aslew,. Reiot•Iff.S foi Youth.goes minute than 30.000subsnMen. 
'A lurof publicasions. films. raw studies of exemplary programs, and rober, 
iesotIrcei is available fromNCRY as 36 West fish :Wert, New York. New York 
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